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This Management Report (“Report”) should be read in conjunction with the audited
consolidated financial statements and notes of Trans Mountain Corporation for the period from
incorporation on May 28, 2018 to December 31, 2018 (“TMC’s Financial Statements”), which
have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United
States of America (U.S. GAAP). All financial measures in this Report are presented in Canadian
dollars unless otherwise indicated.
Throughout this Report, the terms “we”, “us”, “our”, “TMC”, and “the Company” refer to Trans
Mountain Corporation and its subsidiaries. Abbreviations and acronyms that are not defined in
the document are defined in the glossary at the end of the Report.

About our business
Business Acquisition
On May 28, 2018, Trans Mountain Corporation was incorporated under the Canada Business
Corporations Act and was acquired on May 31, 2018 as a wholly owned subsidiary of Canada
TMP Finance Ltd., which in turn is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canada Development
Investment Corporation (“CDEV”). TMC is a Federal Crown corporation and was formed in
connection with the entering into of a Share and Unit Purchase Agreement on May 29, 2018
between Her Majesty in Right of Canada, Kinder Morgan Cochin ULC, Kinder Morgan Canada
Limited, and Kinder Morgan Inc.
On August 31, 2018, the aforementioned transaction closed and TMC purchased four entities:
Trans Mountain Pipeline Limited Partnership and its wholly owned subsidiary Trans Mountain
Pipeline (Puget Sound) LLC, Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC, and Kinder Morgan Canada Inc. (now
renamed Trans Mountain Canada Inc.). These are referred to collectively as the “Trans
Mountain Entities” throughout this Report and as the “Target Entities” in TMC’s Financial
Statements. The Trans Mountain Entities own and manage the Trans Mountain Pipeline System,
the Trans Mountain Expansion Project and the Puget Sound Pipeline. TMC purchased the Trans
Mountain Entities for cash consideration of $4.4 billion. Further details of the transaction are
provided in the 2018 Financial Highlights section of this Report. The economic activity within
TMC, substantially commenced on August 31, 2018.
TMC applied for and received an exemption from the requirement, per the Canada Business
Corporations Act for the preparation of annual financial statements in accordance with
Canadian GAAP. This allowed for the use of U.S. GAAP in the preparation of TMC’s Financial
Statements. TMC believes that U.S. GAAP provides better comparability with industry peers and
better reflects the economic effects of the actions of regulatory bodies on its operations.
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Transition Services Agreement with Kinder Morgan

On acquisition, TMC and Kinder Morgan entered into Transition Services Agreements, under
which both parties agree to support each other’s operations for a period of up to 12 months
post-acquisition. The agreements may be extended beyond 12 months on mutual consent. The
intent of the agreements is to facilitate cooperation and support between TMC and Kinder
Morgan while they restructure their organizations and develop their own capacity to manage
their operations independently of one another. TMC has a plan and schedule for separating its
business from Kinder Morgan, and does not currently expect the Transition Services
Agreements to extend beyond the initial 12-month term.
Trans Mountain Pipeline System
The Trans Mountain Pipeline System (“TMPL”) has been in operation since 1953 and transports
crude oil and refined petroleum products from Alberta to the lower mainland of British
Columbia. In its current configuration, TMPL is approximately 1,150 kilometers long, beginning
near Edmonton, Alberta and terminating in Burnaby, British Columbia. Twenty-three active
electrically powered pump stations and four terminals located in Edmonton, Kamloops, Sumas
and Burnaby, along with the Westridge Marine Terminal, facilitate movements on the system.
The system includes tanks with a capacity of nearly 11 million barrels in total, mainly at
Edmonton (8 million barrels) and Burnaby (1.7 million barrels). The remaining tanks are located
at Kamloops, Sumas, and the Westridge Marine Terminal. The approximately 8 million barrels
of tank capacity at Edmonton is made up of 35 tanks, 20 of which (totaling 2.9 million barrels of
capacity) are currently used to serve TMPL’s regulated pipeline transportation service, and 15
of which (totaling 5.1 million barrels of capacity) are leased to a subsidiary of Kinder Morgan
Canada Limited. Under certain conditions, TMC is entitled to recall these tanks for use in
regulated service.
TMPL regularly ships multiple products, including refined petroleum, synthetic crude oil, light
crude oil, and heavy crude oil, and is the only pipeline in North America that carries both
refined products and crude oil together in the same line. This process, known as “batching,”
means that a series of products can follow one another through the pipeline in a “batch train.”
A typical batch train in the mainline is made up of a variety of materials being transported for
different shippers. Products next to each other in the pipeline can mix. The transit time for a
barrel between Edmonton and Burnaby is approximately 10 days.
The current design of TMPL supports a pipeline capacity of 300,000 bpd based on a
commodity mix of 20% heavy and 80% light. The operational capacity on TMPL will vary on a
month to month basis depending on the type and proportion of commodities transported as
well as system downtime that may be required to address operational needs such as
maintenance.
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TMPL is a common carrier pipeline and as such does not have customer specific contracts.
Transportation service on the pipeline is governed by a tariff, rules and regulations for service
and a toll structure, as approved by the National Energy Board (NEB). Historically, TMPL has
operated under a series of multi-year Incentive Toll Settlement (“ITS”) agreements with its
shippers. The current 2019 – 2021 Incentive Toll Settlement agreement was approved by the
NEB on March 5, 2019. The ITS provides the framework for determination of an annual
revenue requirement. The revenue requirement is based on a cost of service methodology that
allows TMPL to recover its cost of operation and provide a return on its invested capital (rate
base). The revenue requirement is then converted to tolls based on agreed to toll design
principles.
As of today, TMPL remains the only pipeline that transports petroleum from the Western
Canadian Sedimentary Basin to the West Coast. It is also the only pipeline providing Canadian
producers with direct access to world market pricing through a Canadian port. This has led to a
steady demand for space on the pipeline, and shippers are frequently subject to an NEB
approved process for apportionment of available space.
Shippers that require transportation service on TMPL make a request for service through a
monthly nomination process. In the event the nominations received exceed the capacity
available the nominations are allocated amongst the shippers in accordance with rules set out
in TMPL’s tariff. Transportation service requests have exceeded capacity for many years and
indicate a commercial need for additional pipeline capacity. The excess demand has also
resulted in the capacity allocation process being the subject of numerous regulatory
proceedings dating back to 2006.
As a rate-regulated entity applying the rate-regulated accounting provisions of U.S. GAAP, TMC
is able to capitalize certain items that a non-rate regulated entity cannot. Of note, Allowance
for Funds Used During Construction (“AFUDC”) is an amount recognized by rate-regulated
entities to reflect a return on the equity and debt components of capital invested in
construction work in progress. AFUDC is calculated using regulator approved rates for debt and
equity, and capitalized to relevant construction projects (added to the rate base), with an
offsetting amount recognized in earnings. These amounts are depreciated over future periods
as part of the total cost of the related assets. Cash related to these amounts is recovered
through future tolls once the relevant assets are fully constructed and put into service. AFUDC
is applied to all TMC capital projects that meet certain cost and duration criteria and is not a
concept that is exclusive to the Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP). However, given the
cost and duration of the TMEP, the related AFUDC represents a material item in the TMC
Financial Statements.
Another impact of rate-regulated accounting is the difference in timing of certain revenues and
expenses, from what would otherwise be expected under U.S. GAAP for a non-regulated
business or under IFRS.
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Puget Sound Pipeline
In operation since 1954, the Puget Sound Pipeline (“Puget”) ships crude oil from the Canada-US
border near the Sumas Terminal to Washington State refineries in Anacortes and Ferndale.
Puget is approximately 111 kilometers long, with a diameter of 16 to 20 inches (406 to 508
mm). One pump station and two tanks with total capacity of approximately 200,000 barrels
facilitate movements on the system. The system has total throughput capacity of approximately
240,000 bpd when transporting primarily light oil. The transit time for commodities transported
on the Puget Sound System is approximately one day. The U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission regulates the Puget tariff, and the U.S. Department of Transportation regulates its
safety and integrity.
Puget is also a common carrier pipeline and tolls on Puget are escalated each year at a Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission approved rate.

Our Mandate
TMC’s mandate is to operate TMPL, and to complete the related expansion project, if approved,
in a timely and commercially viable manner.
TMC operates within the regulations of the National Energy Board in a commercial manner,
within compliance of environmental standards and expectations. If it is approved, TMC will
complete the TMEP in alignment with the Government’s direction and priority to provide
increased access to international markets for Canadian crude oil producers.

2018 Financial Highlights
Non-GAAP measures

We make use of certain financial measures that do not have a standardized meaning under U.S.
GAAP because we believe they improve management’s ability to evaluate our operating
performance and compare results between periods. These are known as non-GAAP measures,
and may not be similar to measures provided by other entities. Adjusted EBITDA (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization and equity AFUDC) is a non-GAAP
measure we use to evaluate our operating performance absent the impact of financing
decisions, non-cash depreciation and amortization, and non-cash equity AFUDC.
Comparable measures

This Report reflects financial results from the date of incorporation on May 28, 2018 through
December 31, 2018. As such, comparable prior year figures are not available. TMC had limited
economic activity for the period from May 28, 2018 to August 31, 2018, the date it acquired the
Trans Mountain Entities. The financial results included in this Report and the TMC Financial
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Statements primarily reflect the acquisition and four months of operating results for the Trans
Mountain Entities.
Operating Results Highlights – from incorporation on May 28, 2018 through December 31,
2018
(Millions of Canadian
dollars)

TMC’s Financial Statements under As disclosed in CDEV’s Financial
U.S. GAAP
Statements under IFRS*
Revenues
137.8
129.2
Adjusted EBITDA
59.8
48.0
Net Income / (loss)
9.5
(26.5)
Cash flow from
143.5
136.9
operating activities
* The adjustments made by CDEV to consolidate the financial results of TMC into CDEV’s Financial Statements are
detailed in Note 30 of CDEV’s Financial Statements.

For the period from incorporation to December 31, 2018, TMC revenues were $137.8 million,
composed of transportation revenue of $116.4 million, lease revenue of $20.4 million, and
other revenue of $1.0 million. Transportation revenue of $116.4 million included $107.1 million
generated by TMPL and $9.3 million generated by Puget. The financial results of TMC reflect
four months of operations of the Trans Mountain Entities, as noted in the Comparable
Measures section above.
Total throughput on TMPL averaged approximately 280,000 bpd, and throughput to
Washington State on Puget averaged approximately 139,000 bpd for the period. Pipeline
capacity through 2018 was fully utilized, and TMPL was in apportionment every month.
Adjusted EBITDA for the period of $59.8 million included revenues of $137.8 million, less
pipeline operating costs of $42.8 million, salaries and benefits costs of $19.8 million, property
and business taxes of $10.3 million, and administration costs of $5.1 million.
Of the $42.8 million of pipeline operating costs incurred in the period, approximately $23.6
million related to pipeline inspections and maintenance, right of way maintenance, and other
routine operating costs, approximately $10.3 million related to electricity costs, and
approximately $8.9 million related to costs of environmental protection, fire, safety, and
security, insurance, and regulatory oversight costs.
Net income for the period of $9.5 million included Adjusted EBITDA of $59.8 million, less
depreciation and amortization of $33.6 million, plus equity AFUDC of $21.2 million, less interest
and other expenses of $34.4 million and income tax expense of $3.5 million.
Cash flow from operating activities of $143.5 million was primarily driven by changes in
regulatory liabilities of $126.0 million, largely due to collections of Westridge dock premiums in
the period. The Westridge dock premiums are a mechanism of the ITS that acts as a means of
allocating capacity to shippers at the Westridge Marine Terminal. The premiums collected do
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not result in revenue, and are recorded as regulatory liabilities because they are refundable to
shippers in future periods through tariff reductions. The timing of such tariff reductions varies
depending on the toll filing which is agreed with the shippers and approved annually by the
NEB. The period of recovery can vary but is generally one year or more. Customer demand for
capacity at the dock determines the amount of premiums collected and therefore, the amount
added to the regulatory liability can vary year to year.
Capital spending – from incorporation on May 28, 2018 through December 31, 2018
(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Maintenance capital
Non-TMEP expansion capital
TMEP*
Total

17.9
0.6
184.1
202.6

* As disclosed in CDEV’s Financial Statements under IFRS, the capital expenditures on TMEP were $160 million due
to the value of capitalized interest being lower than the regulator approved rates for the debt and equity
components of AFUDC.

Capital spending in the Trans Mountain Entities for the period from acquisition on August 31,
2018 to December 31, 2018 was largely focused on the TMEP. A total of $184.1 million was
spent on TMEP from August 31 to December 31, related to safely standing down construction
activities following the August 30, 2018 FCA ruling, and continued work in areas not impacted
by the FCA ruling such as planning and detailed engineering and design. Non-TMEP expansion
capital spending totalled $0.6 million for the period, mainly on increasing connectivity at the
Edmonton Terminal.
Maintenance capital spending for the period totalled $17.9 million, driven by mainline repairs
($4.6 million), emergency flow restriction devices and valves ($2.4 million), security upgrades
($1.1 million), and cathodic protection upgrades ($1.0 million). The remaining spending of
approximately $8.8 million related to a number of smaller projects including tank inspections
and repairs, containment upgrades, and natural hazard mitigation.
Purchase Price Allocation

On August 31, 2018, TMC completed the purchase of the Trans Mountain Entities from Kinder
Morgan as described in the “Business Acquisition” section. The purchase price, net of cash
acquired, of $4.4 billion was allocated as per Note 3 of TMC’s Financial Statements.
The majority of the purchase price was assigned to the fair value of the property, plant, and
equipment, which includes the already operating TMPL and Puget pipelines and related tank
and terminal assets, as well as the construction work in progress on the TMEP up to the
acquisition date. These assets were valued at $4.3 billion at the acquisition date. Other assets,
including accounts receivable, regulatory assets, and deferred amounts and other assets were
valued at $193.1 million at the acquisition date. Liabilities, including accounts payable,
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regulatory liabilities and pension and post-employment benefits were valued at $363.9 million
at the acquisition date, and the deferred tax liability resulting from the difference between fair
value and tax basis of the assets was valued at $619.2 million. As a result, goodwill of $888.1
million was recorded on acquisition in TMC’s Financial Statements under U.S. GAAP, being the
excess of the cash consideration over the fair value of the assets and liabilities acquired. A
goodwill impairment test was carried out as of December 31, 2018 and did not result in an
impairment charge.
We note that in CDEV’s Financial Statements, the goodwill recognized on acquisition is $1,016
million primarily due to the recognition under CDEV’s accounting framework of a $219 million
asset retirement obligation and a corresponding lower deferred tax liability.

Environment, Health and Safety
As part of our Environment Health and Safety program TMC tracks its performance against its
own previous three year average and that of the pipeline industry in the areas of vehicle safety,
worker safety, and releases of the commodities we transport. Tracking against our own
historical performance drives continuous improvement which is an integral part of all our
programs and comparing against industry provides a means to assess the effectiveness of our
operations against our peers.
For the full year ending December 31, 2018, all of TMC’s health and safety measures out
performed industry rates, and all but the measures for contractor injuries were less than TMC’s
own three year average. The Company had zero avoidable vehicle accidents, better than both
our historical rate and that of industry, both of which are currently 1.4 incidents per million
miles driven. Our employee Total Recordable Injury Rate (“TRIR”) of 0.54 was also less than our
average of 0.67 and industry’s of 2.2. At 1.12 the TRIR for contractor injuries was higher than
our average of 0.34 but was lower than the industry average of 1.60. The employee and
contractor injuries that occurred were primarily the result of strains, cuts, and other soft tissue
injuries; none were life altering.
While we track all commodity releases, industry data for releases greater than 5 US gallons
(0.12 bbl) was the threshold used for performance comparison. We track both the number and
the volume of releases which are normalized by calculating an incident rate per billion barrel
miles (“bn bbl-mi”). At 0.149 our occurrence rate was higher than both our average and that of
industry, 0.053 and 0.078 incidents per bn bbl-mi respectively. However, at 0.468 the volume
rate, while greater than TMC’s average of 0.106, remained significantly lower than the industry
average of 14.4 bbl per bn bbl-mi. All of the releases were contained within our facilities and
the volume rate for releases on our right-of-way remained at zero, equal to our three year
average rate and significantly lower than the industry average of 12.9 bbl per bn bbl-mi.
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2019 Financial Outlook
For its first full year of operations in 2019, TMC expects its existing operations to generate
Adjusted EBITDA of between $180 million and $185 million. Trans Mountain anticipates
throughput of approximately 292,000 bpd on TMPL and 145,000 bpd on Puget.
TMC is maintaining readiness to restart construction of the TMEP in the event that Trans
Mountain receives the required approvals for the project. Capital spending (including AFUDC)
on the TMEP, if approved, would total approximately $1.6 billion in 2019, with additional
spending of approximately $58 million expected on other capital projects and asset
retirements.
These projections are based on a number of assumptions, including:




Continued strong demand for transportation to the West Coast of Canada and into
Washington State.
A financing mix of 55% debt and 45% equity from TMP Finance, with an interest rate of
5% on debt.
A USD/CAD exchange rate of 1 USD = 1.27 CAD.

Actual results may vary from our expectations.

Trans Mountain Expansion Project
The TMEP was proposed in response to customer and industry requests to provide increased
capacity to transport crude oil to West Coast tidewater, for access to new markets.
If the required approvals are received, the TMEP will constitute a twinning of the existing
pipeline from Edmonton, Alberta to Burnaby, BC. If constructed, it will create a pipeline system
with nominal capacity of 890,000 bpd, an increase from the 300,000 bpd existing capacity. For
more information on TMEP, please see our website at www.transmountain.com. As noted in
other public disclosures such as our application for the TMEP submitted to the NEB, the scope
of the TMEP includes:






Approximately 860 km of new 36-inch pipeline, 120 km of new 42-inch pipeline, and 193 km
of reactivated 24-inch pipeline, and 2 new 30-inch, 3.6 km parallel delivery lines from the
Burnaby Terminal to the Westridge Marine Terminal.
Construction of 12 new pump stations.
Installation of 72 new mainline block valves to complement existing mainline block valves.
Construction of 19 new tanks in Burnaby (14), Sumas (1) and Edmonton (4). Demolition of
one tank in Burnaby, and recall of two tanks in Edmonton that are leased to Kinder Morgan
to TMPL regulated service.
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Construction of three new berths at the Westridge Marine Terminal in Burnaby, as well as a
utility dock for tugs and emergency response equipment, followed by the deactivation and
demolition of the existing berth. Post-expansion, it is anticipated that the Westridge Marine
Terminal will be capable of serving up to 34 Aframax class vessels per month.
Approximately 73 per cent of the route is anticipated to use the existing TMPL right-of-way,
16 per cent is expected to follow other linear infrastructure such as telecommunications,
electric transmission lines or highways, and 11 per cent will be new right-of-way.
If brought into service, the predominantly 24-inch existing “line 1” would carry refined
products, synthetic crude oils, and light crude oils, with the capability for heavy crude oils,
and the predominantly 36-inch new “line 2” would carry heavier crude, with the capability
for transporting light crude oils.
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Proposed Trans Mountain Expansion Project Map

Thirteen shippers in total have signed contracts for transportation service on the TMEP and
have made 15 and 20 year commitments that total roughly 80 per cent of the proposed
capacity in the expanded Trans Mountain Pipeline. These contracts entitle each shipper to a
fixed amount of capacity each month and each shipper is required to pay for the fixed cost for
contracted capacity whether or not they utilize it. These shippers represent or are affiliates of
some of the largest producing, marketing and refining companies in the Western Canada
Sedimentary Basin and have direct access to large volumes of crude oil and refined products as
a result of their business operations. Where a shipper does not have itself, or a parent entity
that has, an investment grade credit rating, TMC may obtain in respect of such shipper, letters
of credit from acceptable banks for an amount that is deemed reasonable and appropriate to
cover its credit risk exposure. The contacts entered into by the TMEP shippers allow for the
sharing of capital cost risks between TMC and its shippers during the development,
construction and long term operation of the TMEP. Specifically, cost categories representing
approximately 25% of the capital estimate, including a return on capital, are directly flowed
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through future tolls. These cost categories include what TMC considers to be some of the
riskiest areas of cost and construction.
On May 19, 2016, following a 29-month review, the NEB concluded the TMEP is in the Canadian
public interest and recommended the Federal Governor in Council (“GIC”) approve the project,
subject to 157 conditions.
On November 29, 2016, the Governor in Council approved the TMEP, and directed the NEB to
issue Amending Orders AO-003-OC-2 and AO-0020OC-49, and Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity OC-064, authorizing construction. On December 1, 2016, the NEB issued its
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity in respect of the TMEP.
On August 30, 2018, the Federal Court of Appeal (“FCA”) released its judgement in TsleilWaututh Nation et al. v. Attorney General of Canada et al. (“Tsleil-Waututh”). In its decision,
the FCA quashed the Order in Council (“OIC”) approving the TMEP and remitted the matter to
the GIC to remedy two specific areas: the scope of the NEB’s review, in particular with respect
to impacts of marine shipping on species at risk; and Phase III consultation with affected
Indigenous peoples.
On September 20, 2018, the GIC issued an Order in Council referring the NEB’s 2016
recommendations approving the TMEP back to the NEB to reconsider the issues identified by
the FCA in Tsleil-Waututh. Specifically, the GIC directed the NEB to take the environmental
effects of TMEP-related marine shipping and the adverse effects of TMEP-related marine
shipping on species at risk into account in the reconsideration. The NEB was given 155 days
from the date of the OIC to complete its reconsideration.
Subsequent to the December 31, 2018 year end, on February 22, 2019, the NEB announced the
results of its reconsideration, and recommended the approval of the TMEP, subject to 156
conditions and 16 recommendations. The conditions are measures the NEB can enforce as
regulator on the TMEP. The recommendations are measures that are within the authority of the
GIC but beyond the scope of the NEB’s regulatory authority. TMC believes the conditions to be
reasonable and expects that the proposed TMEP would be able to comply fully.

Forward-looking information
In certain sections of this Report we discuss our business strategy and outlook, and comment
on financial resources, capital spending, and other expectations of management. This is
forward-looking information. We disclose forward-looking information to help the reader
understand management's assessment of our future plans and financial outlook. Statements
that are forward-looking generally include words like anticipate, expect, believe, may, will,
should, estimate, or other similar words.
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Forward-looking statements do not guarantee future performance. Actual results could be
different due to incorrect assumptions, risks or uncertainties related to our business, or events
that happen after the date of this Report.
Our forward-looking information is based on assumptions and expectations and is subject to
risks and uncertainties, including:
Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

expected operating and financial results including planned changes in our business
expectations or projections about strategies and goals for growth and expansion
expected cash flows and availability of funds from our immediate parent and financing
source, Canada TMP Finance Ltd
potential costs, schedules and completion dates for planned projects, including projects
under construction, permitting and in development
planned and unplanned outages of our pipelines and related assets
integrity and reliability of our assets
expected outcomes relating to regulatory processes and legal proceedings, and potential
changes in laws and regulations
the expected impact of future accounting changes, commitments and contingent liabilities
expected industry, market and economic conditions.
future demand for space on our pipeline systems
inflation rates and commodity prices
interest, tax and foreign exchange rates

Risks and uncertainties
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

our ability to successfully implement our strategic priorities and whether they will yield the
expected financial and operational results and benefits
the operating performance of our pipelines and related assets
competitive factors in the pipeline sector
the available supply and price of energy commodities
performance and credit risk of our counterparties
regulatory and legal decisions and outcomes, and potential changes in laws and regulations
changes in market commodity prices, the political environment & economic conditions in
Canada and globally
construction execution and completion of capital and operations projects, including reliance
on the availability, performance and expertise of a suitably skilled and qualified workforce
and third party contractors
costs for labour, equipment and materials
interest, tax and foreign exchange rates
cyber security, confidentiality, and data integrity
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•
•

technological developments
natural hazards (floods, landslides, seismic activity, etc.)

Forward-looking information should not be used for anything other than its intended purpose,
as actual results could vary.

Business Risks
TMC’s operating objectives for 2019 include the continued safe and efficient operation of the
existing TMPL and Puget pipelines, and successful completion of the separation from Kinder
Morgan.
Existing Operations

There are limited risks due to economic factors on existing operations. Most costs and revenues
in TMP LP and TMCI are in Canadian dollars, resulting in limited foreign exchange exposure. On
Puget, revenues and most costs are in U.S. dollars, leading to limited foreign exchange exposure
within the Puget entity, but resulting in some exposure to foreign currency translation when
TMC converts Puget’s results to Canadian dollars on consolidation. Historically management
has viewed this risk as low, and as a result has not entered into currency hedging or other
arrangements designed to mitigate this risk.
Tolls for transportation service on the Canadian portion of the existing Trans Mountain Pipeline
System are regulated by the NEB and governed by the terms of the ITS, which provides
significant financial risk mitigation. Tolls for service are set each year, and are designed to yield
a return on rate base and a recovery of operating costs based on the annual budget. A
significant portion of operating costs are classified as “flow through” under the ITS, meaning
that TMPL is authorized by shippers to spend prudently on items like integrity and
maintenance, environmental protection, safety and security and certain other costs, and adjust
future tolls to collect any variance from amounts in the budget used in the toll design. TMC
applies the provisions of ASC 980, Regulated Operations under U.S. GAAP, and therefore
recognizes revenue and a regulatory asset/receivable to match the amount and timing of
spending on flow through items. As a result, TMPL operating income is very stable and
predictable under the ITS.
TMC’s existing operations are subject to a variety of physical hazards and risks, and TMC has
implemented a comprehensive integrity management program to mitigate those risks. One of
the most significant operating risks for the pipeline is a large volume release of petroleum
products affecting the public or an environmentally sensitive area such as a wetland. The
hazards and risks associated with the operation of TMPL are typical of most large diameter
transmission pipelines, as follows.
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Internal corrosion, external corrosion, cracking and material defects – these risks are
mitigated by the Inline Inspection Program under which a variety of inspection tool
technologies are run in the operating pipeline on a prescribed frequency.
Outside forces - this is a result of natural hazards (floods, landslides, seismic activity,
etc.) which are an inherent risk to TMPL.
Third Party Damage – this is the risk of unauthorized ground disturbances such as
excavation and drilling in the vicinity of the pipeline resulting in damage to the pipeline
and a potential release of product to the environment.
Operator error – this is the risk of overfilling of storage tanks or over pressuring of the
pipeline due to improper operation of the pipeline.

In the unlikely event of a release from the pipeline, the consequences of the release are
mitigated by:






Emergency Flow Restriction Devices (EFRD’s) – these are strategically located
automated valves and check valves, designed to minimize the volume released from the
line in the event of a line break.
Leak detection systems – TMPL is implementing a second independent leak detection
system to run in parallel to existing leak detection on the pipeline. These systems are
designed to provide immediate indication of a significant leak and enable a quick
shutdown of the pipeline.
Emergency Response Program – TMC has mature, well-developed Geographical
Response Plans for each terminal and segment of the pipeline, which enables a rapid,
well-executed response to spill events. These plans are evaluated by the regulator and
are exercised on a frequent basis.

Separation from Kinder Morgan

TMC’s plan to complete the separation from Kinder Morgan before August 31, 2019 (12 months
post-acquisition) is dependent on a number of factors, and is subject to risks including but not
limited to:




TMC staff and consultant time will be required in a timely manner to complete the
planning and implementation of a number of process and possible system changes to
facilitate the separation. This has been mitigated by early engagement of consultants
and relevant TMC staff, and early planning for areas that are time-intensive. This is
further mitigated by the potential for extension of the Transition Service Agreement
with Kinder Morgan.
There is risk that separation costs could exceed expectations, due to either additional
time required for implementation of solutions, or unexpected complexity and cost of
required solutions. This has been mitigated through development of a detailed budget
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and schedule for the most cost intensive areas of the separation plan, and through
regular monitoring of progress against the plan and schedule by management.
Management believes these operating risks are manageable.
TMEP Project Risks

A resumption of the TMEP would first require the GIC to issue an OIC and direction to the NEB
to issue a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) to authorize the
construction of TMEP. We understand that the GIC will base its decision on, among other
things, the results of the NEB reconsideration process, as well as the results of the revised
Phase III consultation with Indigenous peoples. Should the TMEP construction be delayed or
cancelled the timing of completion and in-service could have an effect on the fair value of our
business, and that effect could be material. Refer to Note 8 of TMC’s Financial Statements.
Should TMEP receive regulatory approvals, TMC would continue to be exposed to the potential
for additional legal challenges around the project. In addition to legal and regulatory risk, TMC
is exposed to project execution risks including, but not limited to:









Difficulty obtaining permits, land agreements or other required agreements
Cost overruns or delays due to changes in scope, pricing, detailed routing, or timing of
materials or labour
Construction delays due to unavailability of resources, weather, failure to meet key
timelines, or other factors
Attracting and retaining suitably skilled staff and contract labour, including the
availability of suitably qualified and experienced general construction contractors
Delays due to ancillary projects, such as power supply, that are required for the TMEP
Governmental or public opposition, blockades, or protests
Changes in Government or regulatory bodies
Changes in laws and regulations

Completion of the TMEP would require significant capital expenditures, and TMC would require
the continued availability of financing from its parent TMP Finance in order to proceed with the
TMEP. TMC’s ability to service existing and future debt required may depend on a number of
factors, including future financial and operating performance, project execution on the TMEP,
overall economic conditions, and financial, regulatory, and other factors, many of which are
beyond TMC’s direct control. TMC’s future operating cash flow may not be adequate to service
its debt, particularly prior to the in-service of the TMEP. TMC would require the continued
financing support of its parent TMP Finance in order to proceed with construction of the TMEP.
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Glossary
Adjusted EBITDA
AFUDC

Bbl
Bn bbl-mi
Bpd
Canadian GAAP
CDEV
CDEV’s Financial
Statements

DART
EBITDA
Expansion capital

FCA
GIC
IFRS
ITS
Kbpd
Maintenance capital

NEB
OIC
Puget
Target Entities

TMC
TMC’s Financial Statements

TMCI
TMEP

Adjusted earnings before interest, income taxes, depreciation and
amortization, and equity AFUDC
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction. A component of
construction cost in regulated utilities representing the cost of capital
deployed during construction of new assets. AFUDC contains a cost of
borrowed funds component and a return on equity component.
Barrels
Rate per billion barrel miles
Barrels per day
Generally accepted accounting principles in Canada
Canada Development Investment Corporation (parent company of TMP
Finance and in turn TMC)
The consolidated financial statements of Canada Development
Investment Corporation for the year ended December 31, 2018, which
include the results of TMC, prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards. These can be found at
www.cdev.gc.ca/publications/annual-reports .
Days Away Restricted or Transferred
Earnings before interest, income taxes and depreciation and
amortization
Expenditures that meet the criteria for capitalization under U.S. GAAP
and increase the physical capacity of the existing pipeline and storage
systems to handle products.
Federal Court of Appeal
Governor in Council
International Financial Reporting Standards
Incentive Toll Settlement
Thousands of barrels per day
Expenditures that meet the criteria for capitalization under U.S. GAAP,
but do not increase the physical capacity of the existing pipeline and
storage systems to handle products.
National Energy Board of Canada
Order in Council
The Puget Sound Pipeline, owned by Trans Mountain Pipeline (Puget
Sound) LLC
The entities acquired from Kinder Morgan, being Trans Mountain
Pipeline Limited Partnership, Trans Mountain Pipeline (Puget Sound)
LLC, Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC, and Trans Mountain Canada Inc. Also
referred to in this Report as the Trans Mountain Entities.
Trans Mountain Corporation
The audited consolidated financial statements and notes of Trans
Mountain Corporation for the period from incorporation on May 28,
2018 to December 31, 2018 prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP.
Trans Mountain Canada Inc.
Trans Mountain Expansion Project
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TMP Finance
TMPL
TMP LP
TMULC
Trans Mountain Entities

TRIR
U.S. GAAP

Canada TMP Finance Ltd. (parent company of TMC)
The Trans Mountain Pipeline System
Trans Mountain Pipeline Limited Partnership
Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC
The entities acquired from Kinder Morgan, being Trans Mountain
Pipeline Limited Partnership, Trans Mountain Pipeline (Puget Sound)
LLC, Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC, and Trans Mountain Canada Inc. Also
referred to in TMC’s Financial Statements as the Target Entities.
Total Recordable Injury Rate
Generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of
America
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